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What is Enterprise
Asset Management
(EAM)? 
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) is a lifecycle 
solution for physical assets to maximize their 
lifespan, lower operating costs and TCO, improve 
effectiveness and quality of operation, boost the 
health of assets and ensure environmental 
protection. EAM is often confused with CMMS 
(Computerized Maintenance Management 
Solution) what covers just one narrow area of EAM 
functionality. EAM solution is usually implemented 
to better plan, optimize the execution and track 
asset service requests and involved staff. Inventory, 
skills, materials, spare parts and used machinery.

Expected results and
customer benefits from
implementing EAM

ACTO ERP EAM solution can consolidate a 
disparate network of assets, spare parts, 
hours worked and inventory used in one 
unified system to support correct material 
write-off and usage of spare parts. The flow 
of data and information is also enhanced, 
and the chance of errors decreased by 
eliminating the need to continually manually 
enter data in different systems.

ACTO ERP EAM can also ensure the 
availability of information to everyone 
involved in the process via mobile access 
to manage work orders and the execution, 
thus decreasing the time spent on 
identifying right assets, work orders and 
delegation or completion of tasks in the 
system.

Paper usage and circulation of 
printed documents can be lessened.

ACTO ERP EAM
standard
functionality
Asset management solution is a set of functions 
for effective and thorough accounting and 
maintenance of physical assets and machinery 
from their implementation up until the end of 
the life cycle.

EAM empowers
organizations to:

ACTO ERP EAM solution collects and 
stores historical information about 
performed maintenance and changed 
parts throughout its history.

ACTO ERP EAM solution provides 
functionality to attribute and analyze 
work hours and materials used on 
each asset.

ACTO ERP EAM solution provides 
asset accounting by listing fixed 
assets or inventory contained within 
the asset from an accounting 
perspective.

If you want to learn more about the 
solution, and get acquainted with a more 
detailed description of the functionality, 
write to info@dots365.lv, and we will send 
you ACTO ERP EAM whitepaper.

Optimize the approach of their assets  
and machinery management by 
basing processes and decisions on 
data about actual maintenance of 
assets and their faults.

Systematically store information 
into a unified system regarding 
performed maintenance, staff 
involved and resources used.

Prolong life of assets and 
machinery.

Be more cost-effective and 
efficient in their use of 
financial resources.

Plan and monitor maintenance 
work orders.
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